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March 15

Apr11 5
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COMING EVENTS
Making Animal Heads -- Dan Boone

Braided Poker Handle — BiU Weida

Swap Night and Blacksmith Trivia

2nd BGOP Forging Contest --

Details At Meeting

Hardening and Tempering -- Brad
Silberberg

FIRST HONORARY LIFE MEMBER

In January, 1985, Fay LeCompte and
Brad Silberberg presented Bill Gichner
with the Guild’s first Honorary Life
Membership. The presentation took place
at Bill’s shop during a weekend of
demonstrations, show and tell, and
di-scussions on design and technique for
blacksmiths. Thanks to Bill for all of
the help and advise he has given the
Guild over the years.
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Brad Silberberg 468-1362

Blil Weida 356-0248
Tom Copes 978-8886

RAFFLE

A new cut—off saw will be raffled at
the next swap night (April 5). Tickets
will sell for $1 each, or 5 tickets for
5. Tickets will be available at each

coming meeting. You need not be
k.?resent to win.

YELLIN RESTORTATION

On December 15, 1984, Jack Andrews,
President of the ‘fellin Foundation and
Fred Crist of the Yellin Shop in
Philadelphia joined Guild members at
White Oak Forge in The Plains, Va., for
the first restoration of Yelliri
ironwork.

The day was spent cleaning two bank
check writing stands and a balcony. The
bulk of the work involved wire brushing
the pieces to remove years -of
accumulated paint and rust. Some
restorative forging was also done. The
Guild wishes to thank Nol Putnam and
Claudia McCue for their hospitality and
use of their shop for this project.
Others who participated were David Munn,
Brad Silberberg, Tom Soles, Adrian
Clary, Fay Lecompte, Bill Weida, Dan
Boone, Chris Worsley and Pete Bungay.



SUMMERBLACKSMITHCOURSES

-Peters Valley, a craft center operated
in- cooperation with the National Park
Service, Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area, Layton, New Jersey,
07851 [(201) 948—5200] announces the
summer, 1985 schedule of Blacksmith
Department course offerings:

Blacksmithing

Sculptural Blacksmithing

July 12-14 Forge Welding

July 23 Power Hammer Techniques

August 2-8 Iron Expressions

August 10—11 Forging 18th Century
Hardware and Utensils

August 19-23 Bronze and Aluminum Casting

August 25 Horseshoeing

August 27-29 Blacksmithing

Don’t ignore the lowly cold chisel.
Many jobs require removal of small bits
of metal —— too little to saw out, but
too much to file. Cold chisels are.
extremely useful for such work, and are
the simplest tools to forge and heat—
treat. Use straight chisels for
cleaning out corners and cutting off,
cape chisels for flat—bottomed grooves
and notches, diamond points for oil
grooves and engraving, and round noses
for round—bottomed grooves and broaching
(cleaning out between drill holes).
These tools will all work better and
last longer if’ kept sharp with an oil
stone, and dipped in cutting oil when
used.

• I recently had to make flat grooves
for electric wires in the delicate arms
of’ a chandelier. I attempted to forge a
groove in a sample piece, and mashed it
badly. I realized that the metal in the
groove needed to be removed, not just
pushed aside. Lacking a milling
machine, I forged a properly sized cape
chisel and found that it worked very
well and probably more quickly than the
milling set—up would have. It certainly
cost less!

• Magic markers are handy items for the
metalworking shop. I use them to put
i’êferenôëmarks (for forging lengths) on
hi.ny anvil faces where chalk,
áôapstone, etc. would not show up. They
also will show up longer because they
are more resistant to rubbing off. I
keep a wide—tipped, blue marker to use
as a substitute for machinist’s layout
dye. It’s probably the same ink!

Penn Alps, Inc. a craft villai
complex located in Grantsville, Maryland
is looking for a blacksmith to work in
their shop this summer. Heavy tourist
traffic —— good opportunity for sales.
Call Esther ‘foder at (301) 895—985.

• If you have the luxury of owning more
than one anvil, set them up at different
heights for different uses. Set your
biggest anvil at a height comfortable
for eávy work,thuall the height off
the floor of the web between the thumb
and the first finger of your hammer hand
.4heii it is held loosely at your side.
Set your smaller anvil higher (several
inches higher) for light work. This
willsave bending over the big anvil for
tappity—tappity work, and prevent tennis
elbow which comes from blasting away on
an anvil that is too high.

• Those cheap magnetic pick—up tools are
great for testing for critical
temperature when hardening tool steel.
(A piece of steel will lose its magnetic
properties above the critical
temperature.) The long handle of the
magnet- will keep you from burning your
fingers.

Please bring all of your blacksmith
trivia questions to Brad Silberberg at
the meetings. Brad needs suggestions
for programs and needs volunters to do
programs at the meetings.

— . —

When using the Guild forge at Gulf
Branch Nature Center, please check in
with the Nature Center staff’ before
opening the shop. It’ you open the shop
before the Nature Center opens, let them
know you are there when they do arrive.
Also, be absolutely sure that the shop
is locked when you leave!

Any correspondence regarding the
newsletter may be mailed directly to the
editor, Chris Worsley, 4203 Javins
Drive, Alexandria, Va., 22310.

July 1-3

July 8-10

SH OP TI PS
BY Brad Silberberg



BILL MORAN, JR. ON
KNIFEMAKING--PARTII
(Continued from April, 1984

shaping’ Before Hardening

Having forged the blade as close to
the final shape as possible, and making
sure that it is not warped or bowed,
anneal the blade one more time to get it
as soft as possible. At this point, all
filing, shaping, and smoothing are done
before the blade is hardened and
tempered. This is the time to file
complicated shapes into the blade such
as the space between the bottom edge of
the blade and the blade guard (See A
below) and the notch which will recieve
the guard itself (see B below), the
guard will be soldered on later.

FIGURE 1

The heat source for this job must be
small, intense, and easily controllable.
ou have three choices: a torch (usually
ropane will do), a large piece of

metal which has been heated to a bright
red and can be touched to the back of
the blade, or a small intense spike of
clean, pure flame from the edge of your
forge. Which ever you use, apply the
heat and play with the colors as they
begin to expand out from the heat
source.

The object is to get a very pale staw,
the first of the colors, to hit all of
the cutting edges at the same time.
Quench immediately when this happens.
rf you go too far and get a color in the
bronze through blue range, you will have
to start all over with hardening. If,
however, you fall a little short of
getting the colors out to the edge, or
if you do it correctly and just want to
make sure you did it right, you can
polish the blade and draw colors again
and again’ —— just as long as you never
allow the cutting edge to get beyond the
pale straw color.

Polishing

If doing this by hand, start with 600
grit emery paper and then polish further
with crocus cloth. Final polishing by
machine can be done using a 15 micron
belt (cream colored plastic) followed by
556 rouge on a cloth, buffing wheel.

Bill passed around one of his knives and
the unscratched brilliance of the polish
was astonishing —— better than chrome
plate ands similar to that of a goad
mirror.

Joining’ the Blade and Guard

The polished blade and the guard are
soldered together while the blade is
clamped vertically in a vice with the
tip up. A rosin—core solder of the type
used for electronic work is used. It
should be 60% tin and 140% lead, known as
“60—140”, since this composition melt3
completely at 37140F, a temperature Low
enough not to appreciably draw the
temper of the blade. The common “50—50”
solder melts at a higher temperature;

The usual precautions for a successfuL
solder joint are followed. The parts
must be chemically clean without any
trace of contamination by oil, salt, or
fingerprints. The cleaned parts are
assembled in final position. A torch is
applied on one side of the blade so as
to gently and locally, in the area of
the guard, raise the temperature. The
sharp edge of the blade is protected
from heat. 1eanwhile, on the other side
of the blade, rosin core solder is
applied to the junction of’ guard, and
blade on the underside of the-guard
until the solder is melted by the heated
workpiece. When it melts, it will be
wicked quickly into the entire joint by
capillary action. Heat and solder are
removed as soon as solder appears at the
crack between blade and guard at the
upper side of- the guard.

If the guard and blade do not. stick
together in proper relationship before
soldering, it will be necessary to clamp
them together in such a way as to
interfere with-soldering. -or’ examie,
where the tang does not furnish a
support for the guard, the guard can be
held up by an aluminum support, as shown
in the sketch. Solder will not stick to
aluminum, but the aluminum wiLL tend to
draw heat away from the join. being
soldered, and this heat loss must e
allowed for in the process.

FIGURE 2

ALurtlirtual sul



The blade must be evenly heated over
Ethe eñir’ length of the cutting
surface. Quench the blade as soon as a
magnet is no longer attracted to the
butting surface. [Loss of’ magnetic
attraction occurs at a sharply—defined

.Zàhánge of metallurgical state in the
blade, and is a better indication of
proper pre—quench temperature than is
càlor.] The object is to get the blade
just hot enough, without overheating.

The heated blade is quenched with the
plane of’ the blade perpendicualr to the
surface of’ the quenching medium and with
the cutting edge down. riove the blade
back and forth as though slicing or
chopping. This procedure is less likely
to cause blade warping than if the blade
is simply stuck in the quenching medium
and held still. Warm water or oil (use
a covered container and be careful of
fire) are good quenching mediums.

The tang portion is not quenched,
expecially if it is very small. This
enables the tang to remain ductile. It
will, however, be harder than if it had
been annealed, because the small parts
of, the knife cool rapidly away from the
fire, and thereby acquire some hardness.

If onl,the cutting edge of the blade
is quenched, rather than the entire
blade, there is still less chance of the
blade warping. It is possible to heat
only the cutting edge of the blade by
encasing the remainder of the blade in a
thick coat of charcoal mixed with
potter’s clay. The .ardening line will
follow the edge of the coating.

Tempering

As spon the::: blade has been
hardened, it should be tempered. This
is done by “drawing colors’ to
selectively “relax” the steel which has
been made brittle by the hardening
process. First, polish the blade to
remove the grey coating it received
during hardening. 400 grit paper is
fine for ‘this job. Then, carefully
apply heat to the back of the blade,
starting close to the tang and working
toward the tip.

Exercise extreme care in the filing
process so you don’t put more marks in
the blade than you take out. Pay
particular attention to the edge which
is to be sharpened. Although it should
not be reduced to a “knife edge” at
this point, it should be only a bit
thicker. If’ this part is left too
thick, it will never take a good edge
during later sharpening.

If you are using a grinder instead of
doing the shaping by hand, the followinz
sequence is followed: First a 36 gr:
wheel on a one inch mandrel, driven by’
2 HP motor, until the knife is almost
shaped. This is followed by an 80 grit
wheel. Then use 220 grit paper on a
flat block to remove the hollows
produced by the wheel. This is followed
by 400 and 600 grit paper to
successively take out the scratches froni
the previous grit.

Hardening

The blade is hardened only after it
has been smoothed as perfectly as
possible. Remember, from this point on,
only polishing will be possible!

Slowly heat the blade, cutting edge
down, over a large fire. The object
here it to harden only the cutting part
of’ the blade and to keep the rest as
soft as possible. [This is fine it-i
theory, but it probably won’t work for a
small blade. ‘fou are going to end up
hardening a lot more than just the edge.
On a large blade it will work, and you
may want to consider preheating the tang
and back portion with a torch so these
parts don’t rob heat from the rear part
of the blade causing you to overheac..,”
tip before the body reaches quenchi’r
temperature.]

The Grip

A wooden handle blank is driLled
lengthwise, half way through from each
end, to assure that the holes are
correctly centered. If a drill press is
used, a pointed member is clamped, point
up, to the drill table at a position
exactly on the spindle axis. The
pointed member is then used, as would be
the tailstock center of a lather, to
suport one end of the blank while the
other end is drilled. The centerpoirt
of each end of’ the blank is marked with
crosslines. One mark is brought against
the point of said member, and the drill
bit is brought against the other mark.

Use a drill bit which will accornodate
the tang on your knife. If the tang is
rectangular in cross section, the round
hole is shaped to fit with a rasp which
has been ground down for the purpose or
with a small triangular file. In either
case, make sure that you have only one
working face to keep fr
unintentioanlly enlarging the hdi
opposite your work. jYou may want to
avoid all this by simply drilling a hole
which will accomodate the tang and then



filling excess spaces with epoxy. This
will be faster, tighter, and probably
stronger. Use fast—setting epoxy.I

The heel end of the tang can be
rounded and threaded. A round nut,
without hexagon flats, is screwed on the
thread so it will bear against the
handle and squeeze it against the guard.
The nut has a sawout across its exposed
end to permit a screwdriver to drive it
tight against a round counterbore in the
handle. The still—exposed end of the
tang will receive a pommel, to finish

off’ the handle. A pommel can also be
used to balance off’ añover’ly—heavy
blade.

Another mode of mounting the handle on
the tang involves the use of epoxy
cement, as in the case of a bLind hole
in the handle. If the hole is too:big
for the tang. as it would be, for
example, with a tubular handle, fill the
excess space with tamped brass wool or
glass wool as the epoxy is added to act
as a reinforcement.

To be continued in the next
issue of the r1ewsletter:
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NEEDED

The Guild is in need of sandblasting
equ.ipient for use in its restoration of
ironwork for the Yellin Foundation. A
certificate of donation will be given.

Don’t forget to call the Guild’s
recorded hotlirte for the latest
information on meetings and other
upcoming Guild activities. The number
is (202) 364—0539.

V - -

r: p1L
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMING EVENTS

How to Make Forgings that Fit
Brad Silberberg

U Do It! - Making Hand Forged Nails

Blacksmith Joinery, Nol Putnam

Forge Building, various Guild members

Youth Forge-In (Bring the kids!)
Fay LeCompte

—

BLACKSMITHING DAYS - 1985

The fifth annual “Blacksmithing Days” held by
the Blacksmiths of the Potomac took place at Colvin Run
Mill Park on July 20-21, which turned out to be two of
the hottest days of this year thus far. Crowds were
sparce, but those members and guests attending had the
opportunity to do their thing and to watch other
demonstrators.

Blacksmiths featured during the two day event
were: Jim Horrobin (visiting from England), Brad
Silberberg, Fay LeCompte, Dan Boone, Nol Putnam and
Claudia McCue. Other smiths putting iron in the fire
included Chris Worsley, Don Hawley and son, Russ, Bill
Weida, Adrian Clary, and Karl Saalbach. Ken Brundage
made like a farrier on Sunday afternoon and placed shoes
on several horses.

The symbolic blowing of the anvil was very
competently handled, again this year, by Fay LeCompte
and Larry Woltz.

We were honored with the attendance of ABANA
Past President Joe Humble, and ABANA Executive
Secretary Ruth Cook. Other ABANA Board members in
attendance were Bill Gichner and John Dittrneier.

The usual Saturday night dinner was served for
members and guests. There was enough food that
everyone was treated to sandwiches on Sunday also. The
Sunday auction was a success, almost $700 was raised.
We thank the members and guests contributing items.
We also thank those who purchased the items.

veryone was in agreement that blacksmithing
and 90+ weather is not a cool combination. Perhaps we
can find a cooler date for 1986. Suggestions are
welcome. -

It is not too soon to start thinking about
Tections for next year. Anyone interested in being on
.ie Board of Directors should contact Fay LeCompte no

tater than the end of September. This way we will have
time to prepare and send ballots prior to the last meeting
in November. Please give some consideration to helping
out with the Board - This is your organization, therefore,
it needs your help.

OPEN SHOP AT GULF BRANCH

Steve Wheeler advises that the Gulf Branch
Nature Center shop will be open on the second Sunday of
the month from 1:00 until 5:00 pm. Ed Jackson will be in
charge on August Il. Volunteers are needed to supervise
the Open Shop - contact Steve at (301)679-7610.

The Open Shop provides members without a shop
the opportunity to perform work. Those planning to
using this shop should remember to bring your own
special tools, steel and coal.

August 16

Sept. 20

Oct. 4

Oct. 18

Nov. 1
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Although the weekend was extremely hot and humid, those in attendance were treated to some

good blacksmithing and a nice display of items made by members, as the following pictures show.

u..

Tree candle holder by Nol Putnam

LiZEZ

Contemplation by Tom Soles

Fireplace set by Dan Boone Flowers by Nol Putnam
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Small pot rack by Claudia McCue

Candle holders by Chris Worsley

“Broken Clock Spring”
by John Dittmeier
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LUCKETT C0UNITY 7I?

The uld. h.s been nv.ted to denonstrnte,
‘or the second ‘rear, at the Luckett rinnual
cmt’r uust 2k and 25, 10—7.
There w11 be cra’ts, antioues, ntastc
4’ood, and a Civ1 ar enca’rent. Last renr

6 re’ibers denontrateci at vnrous t5.es. ‘t
‘.7 ra tie. T’ ‘cu are nterested n
artiCrRtinF tMs ,reay, call ‘rin oone k7k_2067.

3LACMTTH’

Two h1ec’s”iths rc’ rnce nre currentl’r
‘.7rrcn- on the restcratcn of the tatue
o’ LThert’. There s s ood ch.nce their

he vtin the ‘u1d n the near
f’uture, ‘.r&ll 1eer ou4fforned!

ASSISTANCE NEEDED

Your ideas and assistance are needed in putting on
demonstrations for the Guild. If you have any ideas for
things you would like to see demonstrated please let us
know. In addition to these ideas, we also need people to
put on demonstrations YOU are cordially invited to
become a Guild demonstrator. If you are willing to share
your ideas, and/or some time to demonstrate please call
Brad Silberberg, 468-1362. Thanks.

Adrian Cier’ cets Uttie
heir ron a ‘rend



Yetlln Update. June 1985

On the 17 and 18 of May I was a guest demonstrator at the conference of the

Southeastern Blacksmiths Guild in Madison. GA. I also gave a slide

presentation of the work of Samuel Yellin. It was a most enjoyable and well

organized affair. I never cease to be amazied at the reception of the work

of Yellin and how the blacksmiths respond to what he accomplished and

how this still has an impact on them today. This means to inc that there is a

rather large body of people out there who are following what the foundation

is doing.

On the 29th of May I had a meeting with Scott Wood in the offices of the
Philadelphia Historic Preservation Corporation (PHPC) on the 22nd floor of

the One East Penn Square Building. 2 important points here: first, is that

Scott Wood is now acting as a full time consultant to the Yellin Board and is

being supported by a grant from PHPC. and second that PHPC has given the

Yellin Foundation an office for Scott and his work. Special thanks and
appreciation to Bill Blades, ExecutWe VP of PHPC, for his support in our
work.

Scott is currently working on a stretegic plan and grant proposals. these will

be presented for dicussion at the next board meeting on the 29 of June.

The next Yellin Workshop is planned for the last two weeks in July and a

notice of that is enclosed. The workshop group is headed by Fred Crist and
he is presently planning a work party to get things in the shop ready for the

workshop. Anyone wishing to help contact him at the shop.

The foundation is currently seeking funds, as well as, tools and equipment

for these workshops. This activity falls under the Friends of Yellin

activities and David Muno is in charge of that group. All funds ionnated

through the Friends goes to the development of the workshops and the
maintenance of the old Yellin tools and forging equipment. For gifts of

$25.00 or more a special Yellin sports shirt is given. For gifts of over

$100.00 the Yellin workshop medallion is given.

Best regards,

IN MEMORIUM

It is with sadness we report the death of Harvey
Yellin on 3uly 22. Harvey was a very talented friend of
our club, as well as blacksmithing in general. He will be
missed.
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Harvey. I Yêllin,
who earned
y Burr Van Atta
wre, $1a71 WriIer

• Harvey 1 Yellin. 66. an interna
tionally known artist in iron, died
Monday at Lankenau Hospital after
undergoing heart surgery. He lived
in Haverford.’ --

He followed his late fatber Samuel
Yellin,an artist and a master crafts
man into the work — coaxing flow.
ers. leaves. men, animals and ab
stract patterns from glowing iron
bars and building an unyielding art
form n the process.

•On the death of his father, In 1940,
Harvey Yellin took over the Yellin
Metal Works at 52d and Arch Streets
atid’ began adding to.its fame, design’.
ing and producing work now dis
played in more than 30 states across
the. nation.
Samuel Yellin, born in Poland,

came to the United States in 1906, a
time when architects and builders
were beginning to link art and-de
sign. A blacksmith, he became an
artist who could translate dreams
tntG substance. His work can found
in the form of grilles and gates on
many of Philadelphia’s major build
tags.
-Harvey Yellin grew up in the West

Philadelphia workshop, surrounded - - - . -‘

by blacksmiths and apprentices whG , • .

had hitched their careers to that of
the master craftsman. When he was .

ready, his father sent him to the
University of Pennsylvania. -

When he graduated from Penn’s
hool of Architecture in. 1940. he
returned to the shop and !the work.
World War IT ended thatHe became
an officer In Army ordinance and
was sent to the European theater.
Four and a half years later,.lie re
turned.

_______

During the next 40 years, he pro
duced work that can be foundat the •.

.
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National Cathedral, the National . . . .

Presbyterian Church, the National YeUin with part of andiron made for University of Pittsburgh
Gallery of Art, the National Archives . . . . . . .

end the Western Plaza, all In Wash- • . ..

ington. ..
- Throughout his life, he has been The surgery was the second such

Other work that bears hISatamp Is the “keeper otthe iron,” the cüráto. operation, for hup; he had had a

vigible. at the University. of the Yefilu Museum. housed on th similar one eIght years ago. It had

burgh, Princeton Unlverslty, Dukç first floor of the metal woykg:and, enablèa him to continue with his
University; the Air Force. Academy, from time to time, in traveling éxhl. work.
Thomas Jefferson ‘UnIverslty4lósI” bitlons of his- father’S works. “-S Survlvlflgare his wife, Marlan Yet-

tat and the Valley’Forge Bell Tower. Shortly before he was hospitalized un; a son, Samuel Alexander, and. a

His most recent work contributed for bypass surgery. ‘he completed : daughter. Clara Leak.

• to the restoration of Independence. wothon. scheduling the Samuel Ye1.’. ‘Services will be held at the conven’

• Mall National Park, the Wilmington’ liii. Collection. for the October open. lene of the family. Contributions

Railroad Station and the 30th Street lug of the Building Museum in Wash. may be ‘made In his name to the

Station. - liigtons old Pension Building. .,, American Red Cross In Wayne.

66, artist in iron
internàtionàl renown -

-

Al
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1983 ALEX SEALER AWARD

The ABANA Board of Directors has selected Dimitri Gerakaris of North Cannan, NH, as this
year’s recipient of the Alex Sealer Award. This is the most significant and prestigious award given
by ABANA.

Dimitri was a key person in the founding of ABANA on March 17, 1973. He continued to guide -

and promote blacksmithing through the early years of its re-establishment as a craft of serious
artisans. Dimitri continues his work today as a supporter of ABANA and promoter of blacksmithing
wherever he goes. He has served as President of ABANA, Board Member, and Editor of the Anvil’s

During his term as editor, he elevated the Anvil’s g to a magazine of high quality,
unequaled in blacksmithing today.

6Z

THANKS

HELPFUL HINTS

* Russ Swider has developed a new tips and
techniques question and answer column that will
appear as a regular feature in the Anvil’s
The name of the column will be “Dear Anvy.” So
send your cards and letters to: Russ Swider, Box
111, Rowe, NM 87562.

* The ABANA “Switchboard” was set up to handle
questions concerning blacksmithing and related
subjects. Fred Caylor has a group of experienced
blacksmiths that will insure your questions get
answered. Fred’s address is: 3602 S. 800E,
Zionsville, IN 46077.

The Guild would like to express their sincere
thanks to all those who worked so hard to make
Blacksmith Days a success. We couldn’t have done it
without lots of help from all of you. It is greatly
appreciated.

JACK ANDREWS DEMONSTRATION

On April 13 Jack Andrews visited the Guild shop
to demonstrate Yellin forging techniques and the making
of a trowel. About 20 members and guests were in
attendance. All enjoyed th demonstrations and lively
conversation. The following notes and illustrations are

the contribution of Guild member Ted Coffey.

rOMrOQD KlrwI II A i i r’ 27x40 ft. Steel Tree designed & built by
IN”.... , tNJi W iitl I III J.l Dimitri Gerakans. artist-metalsmith, of Cannaan, N.H.

Dimitri addressing blacksmiths

at 1984 ABANA Conference
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F. Bar with point cut
for trowel blade.

g. Trowel after forging
of blade showing the
reinforcing rib.

h. Final shape of garden
after curving

The blade is forged to the desired thickness
by Iiainiiierlitg and striking on the bottom of the
blade to create a uniform thickness while
avoiding flattening the rib.

After notching bar with the spring fuller,
Jack begins the process of drawing out the tang

The forged garden trowel ready for the addition

of a wooden handle.

a. Spring fuller positioned
on bar stock for the
notching of the bar.

b. Rectangular bar stock
of mild steel to be
transformed into a trowel

c. Rectangular aection
steel bar after being
notched by fuller.

d. Bar after handle tang
has been drawn.

e. Tang shaped to form
offset trowel handle.

Figure 1. The Hajor Stages in the Development

of the Garden Trowel

,
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Photos and illustrations courtesy of Ted Coffey



H*E*L*P

The following letter was received from ABANA requesting the assistance of blacksmiths from
all over the country:

* * * * * * * * *

June 2,1985

Jim Kroeplin, the formor resident smith at the Campbell Folk School, lost

his shop and everything in it to a fire started by an arsonist. To give Jim a

hand, we are going to have a Bar—[)-.(ue, craft auction and dance on Saturday,

June 29 with the proceeds going to Jim in his new shop fund.

The blacksmithing program at the Folk School would not have existed as it

does today were it not for Jixas foresight and hardwork.

For this reason, I would ask that the ABM{A mombership help out in any way

that they can in helping Jim get started again since there are probably a few

smiths out there who learned at one or more of his classes at the Folk School

and whose learning experience was nmde better by Jim having laid the ground

work for the existing program.

Checks smy be ende to: ThE JIM EROEPLIN FUND

C/O CAMPBELL IOUC SCHCOL

BRASSI)WN, N.C. 2892

Any help that ABANA can give would be greatly appreciated.

P&iz4 (i.,. 4ai4

Ted Coffey
806 College Parkway
Rockville, MD 20850

Mark Leverone
P0 Box 496
North Beach, MD 20714

Robert Florance
2311 N. Powhatan St.
Arlington, VA 22205

Pete Bungay
3418 Garfield St, NW
Washington, DC 20007

Thomas Morgan
Rt. 2, Box 33
Baton Rouge, LA 70739

Barron Brown
Rt. 114, Box 118
Leesburg, VA 22075

Ross Sullivan
Rt. #1, Box 1248
King George, VA 22485

Stephen Curtis
Rt.#l, Box 38 M
Sheanandoah Jct, WV 25442

Randall Turner
3126 Ironhorse Dr.
Woodbridge, VA 22192

Jan Kochansky
10807 Bornedale Rd.
Adelphi, MD 20783

Jay Hurley
RFD 1, Box 833
Shepherdstown, WV 25443

Lynford Kautz
1002 Abbey Way
McLean, VA 22101

Fred Caylor
3206 S. 800 E.
Zionsville, IN 46077

Ed Bahniuk
8409 Kay Court
Annandale, VA 22003

Smokey Adams
2nd Circle Forge
4052 Middle 2 Rocks Rd
Petaluma, CA 94952

Tug Tuggle
10423 Lawyers Rd.
Vienna, VA 22180

David Benae
7355 Brown Bridge Rd
Fulton, MD 20759

Robert Curry
5207 Portsmouth Rd.
Fairfax, VA 22032

Arron Hecker
16420 Blackrock Rd.
Germantown, MD 20874

Emmert Studebaker
655 S. St. Rt. 202
Tipp City, OH 45371

George Talbert
Rt. 1, Box 561
Bryantown, MD 20617

R. Lehmann, Jr.
5208 41st St., NW
Washington, DC

Randy Smidt
6412 Charnwood St.
Springfield, VA 22152

Charles Wittel, Ill
6115 Lakeside Ave.
Richmond, VA 23228

Chuck Gantz
Rt. #1, Box 573
Hollywood, MD 20636

NEW MEMBERS

It has been awhile since we have formally welcomed new members in the newsletter. We realize

some of you have been active for awhile already, to the rest of you - come on, get involved. To all

of you, WELCOMEI!!!!



“Forge-In Camporee”

Arrangements have been made to have a family
weekend of camping and forging at the Fairfax Wildlife
Club (located behind Vent Hill off Rt. 29)

This is to take place the weekend oi October 5—6.
There will be camping, fishing, games, blowing the

anvil, and, of course, forging! Bring your camper, tent,
food, and join us for a great time! There will be hookups
for electricity and water for campers, and lots of tent
sites available. There is a community dining hall, and
restrooms are available.

*IMPORTANT

NEW DUES

At the last Board of Directors meeting it was
decided to change our dues policy. Therefore, effective
immediately, new members will pay the regular $10.00
fee, plus a $15.00 initiation fee. Renewal will remain
$10.00 for all.

Members are reminded that a Life Membership is
available to all at a fee of $150.00.

EDITOR’S NOTES

Hello there Blacksmiths of the Potomac!
Strange things happen to you when you go to Blacksmith
Days. I found myself coming home as the new editor of
the newsletter - Surprise! Surprise!

I am more than willing to do all I can to keep all
of you informed, BUT, and that’s a very big little word, I
can’t do it without help. There are so many things
going on, there is no way one person can cover them all -

- therefore — you are ALL now reporters for this
newsletter. Please let me know what is going on in your
corner of the world.

If you are involved in a business, going to craft
fairs, doing any demonstrations and/or going to any
demonstrations, PLEASE drop me a line or give me a call
and it will be included in the next newsletter. I will try
to put out a newsletter every other month, but I can only
do it with your help. So keep me informed.

The British Artist Blacksmith Association will be
holding their conference, entitled “Forged Iron 85
lronbridge”, September 5-8, 1985, at Coalbrookdale,
England. Information can be obtained from the
Chairman: Terry Clark, Wild Fields Farm, Wood Street
Village, Nr Guildford, Surrey, GU3 3DT. (0483)235244

--,-.- ._

MANDRELS FOR SALE

Long taper, highly smooth surface, very hard
steel. Taper goes from 7/8” to 1—3/8” along 14” length,
ending with additional 2” of round shank, threaded
metric. Shank fits into 1” tube for hardie hole, or you
can fit by other means. Immediate delivery at $30.00
each ($25.00 for shorter ones), postage paid. Send check
payable to: John Dittmeier, 6 West Mount Vernon
Street, Smyrna, DE 19977.

I can be reached at (301)474-2967 in the evening,
or drop me a line (pictures also welcome) at 137
Hedgewood Drive, Greenbelt, MD 20770.

Thanks in advance,

REPRINT POLICY

BABA Conference

Material from this newsletter may be reprinted
without written permission provided credit is given.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Membership In ABANA includes a subscription
to the Anvil’s Ring

Addresa

City tata 71p

PRACTICING SMITH a ARTIST a TEACHER a STUDENT a AMATEUR a

Fulltime Student $15.00
Regular Member $25.00
Family Membership $30.00
Senior Citizen $20.00
Overseas Member $32.00
Contributory $50.00
Library Subscription $25.00

Nam€_
A

Street
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State

Telephone
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President Secretary
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year
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year
year
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• mail to: ARTIST-BLACKSM1THS ASSOCIATION OF N. AMERICA
P.O. Box 303

- Cedarburg, Wisconsin 53012
CHECK MUST ACCOMPANY APPLICATION



SHOE’ TIPS

by Brad Silberberg

* Make a set of copper jaw covers for your leg vise
using 16 ga. (1/16’) or thicker sheet copper.
Form them one at a time in the vise itself. Use
the covers to protect soft metals from marking
in the visé. These covers will also reduce the
damage that can occur when cold riveting in the
vise. The copper jaws will also leave less of a
mark on hot steel than uncovered jaws when hot
twisting.

* Invest $8 in a gallon of sulfur-based cutting oil.
(Available at plumbing supply shops.) It is
nothing short of amazing how much easier it is to
tap, drill, and saw steel when cutting oil is
liberally applied. Using cutting oil when filing
helps reduce pinning or clogging which often
leaves deep scratches on the work piece. A
gallon will probably last forever.

* 1± you make a mistake when using steel letter
stamps, and you don’t want to grind or file out
the entire stamped area, use a ball peen hammer
to “erase” a letter by peening the impression shut
and re-stamping with the correct letter.

* Be aware of the expansion and contraction of
steel when forging parts that must fit
accurately. A tremendous amout of shrinkage
occurs below visible heat. A 16” length of 5/8”
square stock will shrink to 15 15/16” on cooling
from black heat to room temperature. This
amount may be critical when forming a section
with a tennon on either end.

* Agricultural vermiculite (granulated mica stuff)
can be used as an annealing medium. It is
lightweight, clean, and a very good insulator.
Buy enough to fill a two to five gallon METAL
bucket.

* A locking “C” clamp (vise grip type) can be
quickly used to clamp work to the anvil face,
simply by inserting one leg of the clamp into the
hardie hole from below. This leaves the other
leg above the anvil to clamp flat work. My
hardie hole is over 1/2” in diameter and the
clamp fits in easily. A clamp could be used with
a smaller hole by grinding away some of the
uspet end of one leg. (The lower clamp tip
should not protrude above the anvil face.)

* Now that you have a method of clamping to the
anvil face, use your locking “C” clamp to hold a
steel framing square to the anvil. The square
can be extended out over the anvil edge and
clamped in place as a measured stop on or off
the anvil to get shoulder placement, etc.

As we see by his new card, Walter has moved out
of the DC area and set up shop in Chicago. He
has extended an invitation to Guild members to
stop by when in town.

REPRINT OF TOOL CATALOG AVAILABLE

The Mid-West Tool Collectors Association and

ABANA havegotten together to reprint the 1915 edition

of the Sears, Roebuck & Co. catalog of “Tools,

Machinery, Blacksmiths’ Supplies.” The 148 page catalog

may be ordered for $7.50 from: Ruth Cook, ABANA

Executive Secretary, P0 Box 303, Cedarburg, WI 53012.

Southeastern Regional Blacksmith Conference

Several members of the Guild: Fay LeCompte,
Adrian Clary, Jack Andrews, Bill Gichner, Nol Putnam,
Claudia McCue, Dan Boone, and Ted Coffey, traveled to
Madison, GA in May to attend this conference. There
were approximately 200 smiths from across the country
present at this three day gathering for demonstrations
and information sharing. Jack Andrews, Nol Putnam, and
Dan Boone all participated as demonstrators. It was a
very interesting and enjoyable weekend.

• . S —

SOMETHING FOR THE WIVES I!!

Dorothy Stiegler, 2nd Vice President of ABANA,

is working on a project to write a cook book using

blacksmith terms to describe food dishes. It is still in

the planning stages. If you are interested and would like

more information, write Dorothy at 4642 180th Way, SW,

Rochester, WA 98579.

WALTER S. ARNOLD
STONE CARVER

IO4 E. 56TI ST 1205

CHICAGO. IL 60637

13?2I 9554747

Blacksmith’s Gazette
P.O. Box 1268

Mout Vsrnon, Washington 9873

Please enter my subscription to Blacksmith’s Gazette for the

following period:
C $14.OO/oneyear C 825.OO/twoyears C $36.OO/thzeeyears

Note to subscribers outside the United States, please add as follows:

Canada: add $3.00 U.S. (First Class Delivery)

Other Foreign: add $12.00 per year (Air Mail Delivery)

Q Check Enclosed Card #

______________________

Exp. Date

____ ___________

Master Card Inter. Bank N

____________

[Please Print]

Address:

City:

State: Zlp:



Pgod.cT NO.2.

MEAT SK\NER5
US& Ii’’ ‘&UAR OR V4” SQUARE STOCK

1. PC)R6E TAPER,C.URL. MAKE 900 BEt’41) IN VISE 2’/2” TZ) 3° FRCtvITIR SEND
OVER HORN OR SICK ft4TO A CLOSED R1NC:

2. CUT OFF “ BELOW

. FORGE LONGS SLEDERTAPR.

4. MAkE 6 5<tWERS WITk PINcS PD S-iAFT5 EEl NC &UAL iN ‘SiZE.

. £€ccRAIE WIWt TWIStS IF DESIRED

Don’t forget to call the Guild’s
recorded hotj.jne for the latest
information on meetings and other
upcoming Guild activities. The number
is (202) 3514_0539.

—S • S

Newsletter
do Judy Boone

137 Hedgewood Drive
Greenbelt, MD 20770

TUGGLE TUG
1U423 LAWYEPG
VIENNA VA 22180
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